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50 Empowering Wealth & Financial Mind-$hifts   
 

Part One: Wealth Mind-$hifts 

 

1. Embrace the mindset that the person in front of your mirror was and is today, and it will be 

worth of all the abundance you desire in life. This brings awareness of the resources within you 

and attracts more of what you need. Don't let the amount of money define who you are or 

become!  

 

2. Engage every day in a grateful attitude that you are already wealthy – You are enough without 

your stuff! 

 

3. Believe in yourself - Delight in your strengths apart 

from what you have or do. You hold the power to 

design the life you want. Welcome and set free the 

power to unleash the best version of you. Be 

unstoppable!   

 

4. Dare to be different by being yourself – share your greatness with the world by helping other 

people. Don’t let fear hold back on the gifts that you can share with the world.  

 

5. Every time you take one step toward your dreams – you make it possible. Don’t let anyone else 

steer you away. Stay on course. Every journey begins one step at a time. 

 

6. Lead your life in purpose with a driven mission that serves or helps another person in some 

way more than it helps you. Money and resources follow! 

 

7. Cultivate a healthy interdependent relationship with money. It facilitates what you want to be, 

do and have. 

 

8. Save, invest and give then pay the bills. Wealthy people lead their money by paying themselves 

first. 

 

9. Money is not the most important thing in life but don’t fool yourself- it’s a resource that 

creates opportunities and choices to express who you are in your heart.  
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10. Money is an energy that has power for the good that you want to put back into the world. 

Treat it with value and respect. Use it wisely! Build the foundation that allows you tap into 

more powerful resources.    

 

11. Get inspired!  Read motivational books, listen to motivational speakers and do what speaks to 

your heart. Inspiration creates moments of clarity, and brings awareness of new possibilities 

and stimulates action.    

 

12. Put your internal affairs in order. Live consistently by your real 

values and principles. It is reflected in who you are, achieve 

and become.   

 

13. Be aware of your self-talk. You believe what you tell yourself. 

Ask yourself empowering solution-oriented questions – your 

brain is obliged to answer.   

 

14. Mingle and surround with like-minded people who elevate you and serve others.  It opens up 

endless possibilities. “Catch the fever” of wealthy ways. Wealthy women bring their 

authenticity with a purpose to serve, accelerate and elevate their communities and life.  

 

15. Recognize that we are not alone in the road of creating wealth. Wealthy people and leaders 

use the power of masterminds – 2 heads are far better than one.  

 

16. Look to build lifetime relationships. Chose mentors to keep you informed and focus. Choose 

coaches and accountability partners to keep you on task and help you overcome challenges.  

 

17. Partner with people who are more competent than you and complement you. Collaboration 

instead of competition bring wealth and success for women. Feminine energy is fed by 

collaboration, support and service. Remember your network is your net worth. 

 

18. Establish multiple streams of incomes to stabilize your economics. This is the simplest secret to 

build a strong wealth foundation. The flexibility and diversification of your streams of income 

helps you control your economy so it doesn’t depend on outward economy.  
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19. Wealth is never a straight line. Own your story of hardships, well-learned lessons and success 

to shape a brilliant future. Every day you wake up with the power to build a new story.  

 

20. Finances and wealth are an art in exercising your mental strength. Be open-minded and 

coachable to become mentally fit financially. Take time to get clarity and to get organized, 

write your desired outcomes so you can focus your mind. It creates the resilience, persistence, 

energy and other desired qualities to breakthrough potential challenges and obstacles. 

 

21. Don’t settle for less than you deserve – do what you love. Spending time doing what you love 

leads to great work and fulfillment.  

 

22. Consciously create your own 

empowering money and wealth story 

and live it.  By committing to 

expressing your intentions you open a 

door to opportunities for others to 

support you. By implementing this you 

honor yourself and those most 

important to you leaving a powerful 

legacy.  

 

23. Just start! No excuses. Be ready to Step In and grow in every area of your life starting today. 

Actions are the simple way to help you overcome fear and deliver results  

 

24. Wealth is not built in one day - be persistent. “A river cuts through a rock not because it’s 

power. But it’s persistence”. Success can happen at given day with more persistence and more 

effort.  Each step brings you closer to a glorious success.       

 

25. Get educated. Learn and master the skills to create a streamlined pathway toward wealth and 

success. Get ready for when the opportunity presents itself. Not only do you prosper and 

benefit from your knowledge, talents and expertise over the years, but others do too. 
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Part Two: Financial Mind-$hifts 

 

1. Create a written plan with your S.M.A.R.T. financial goals and what they look like with dream 

trips, retirement, portfolio, and type of incomes, financial freedom and more. It’s a visual that 

keeps you focus and clear about your intentions with money. 

 

2. Cultivate financial mastery and implement money actions and routines that lead to healthy 

money habits toward positive outcomes. The more you practice financial discipline on a 

consistent basis, the more you are in control of your economy to be, do and have what you 

desire in life in a sustainable way. 

 

3. Develop momentum financial teams which include Accountants, Bookkeepers, Investment 

Advisors, Financial Planner, Estate Attorney, Insurance Agents and Tax Attorneys, Tax and 

Wealth Strategist and others. Start with a financial planner and accountant. Upgrade as you 

grow. A winning team is one of the secrets of wealthy people to win the financial game.  

 

4. Include in one of your teams accountability partners, coaches and mentors that drive you to 

make you stretch outside of your comfort zone and meet your outcomes. In the process they 

keep you motivated and energized, on track and accountable. You get a fresh perspective!  

 

5. Get organized by developing a consistent financial system.  Systems leads you to keep your 

commitments and manage your resources (money, assets, contacts, materials, methods) 

effectively.  

 

6. Learn financial concepts like compound interest, cash on cash, tax strategies, return on 

investments, liabilities, assets, expenses and more. Applying these concepts open up doors and 

opportunities for growing your money and minimizing losses.  

 

7. Pay yourself first. Include in your fundamental plan 3 financial baskets: Savings, Charity, 

Investments. The recommended quantities are 10 % for each of them. If your number is 1% 

instead of 10%, start anyways – it adds up! This practice allows your money to play a much 

bigger game and give you a greater financial reward.  
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8. Have a money management plan. Keep track of your money and create a frequent check and 

balance habit. Wealthy people plan one year ahead and include the fun stuff. The Middle 

American spends on a whim and ends up not having enough money at the end of the month. If 

you don’t make a decision for money, it decides for you. 

 

9. Money is a tool. Money is a resource that create opportunities and choices. Unleash the power 

of choice by placing the money where it’s desired by YOU. Only you give real power to money 

by how and what you do with it. 

 

10.  There are different schools of thoughts for the credit and credit card game – learn how to 

master the rules of the credit game in order to score in your favor. There are financially 

successful people who have made their money from good debt strategies.    

 

11. Taking charge of your resources and assets allow you to grow your wealth at the pace you 

desire. Having direct control of your money is vital to accelerate your financial success - if you 

don’t control some of it – don’t do it. 

 

12. Get your financial criteria in place. It’s a strategy that benefits 

you by keeping you focused, clear, able to prioritize and be 

decisive of where to allocate the resources to accelerate and 

adapt your journey towards your destination.   

 

13.  Have emergency funds. Prepare for the expected and 

unexpected. It saves money, time and headaches. It’s like 

having water in the well to drink which is better than being 

thirsty when times are dry.  

 

14. Anytime is a good time to start leading your finances but the best time is right now. It is 

“riskier“ to do nothing than get into action. It’s worth exploring financial strategies and seek 

opportunities at any given time to release fear and feelings of powerlessness. Be courageous – 

step into action!  
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15. Strategically shop by tapping into different sources and service providers (i.e. TV, phone, spa, 

self-care, investments, etc.) Evaluate constantly for new and better offers. Don’t let the change 

fall out your purse.   

 

16. When you balance your checkbook to your penny you actually create a greater balance in your 

life. It also forces you to get real with the truth about your accounts.  

 

17.  Consider to borrow money to leverage your resources and increase your assets. Financial 

captivity feelings of worry and anxiety conjure up the image of the futile efforts of trying to 

escape while running around a maze. Stop the “Rat Race” and start an empowering purpose 

driven pursuit towards financial interdependence. 

 

18. Stay current on the world affairs and politics. All political decisions and world affairs impact 

your personal economy through different venues. Being up-to-date keeps you in deciding seat 

of what’s best for you and your economy so you can make better decisions. 

 

19. Run your personal finances as business owners and bankers. 

Follow the successful models to generate your personal financial 

success model. It’s a great way to start off. Adapt as you go. 

 

20. Leverage your assets and protect them. If you decide to pay your house as fast as you can as a 

goal for retirement, make sure to put in place a protection plan so predators can’t take your 

goods. 

 

21. Have diversified investments plans – from guaranteed investments to the level of risk tolerance 

appropriate to your goals. When you invest, you are padding and leveraging different risk 

levels by reducing the dependency of one stream of income. 

 

22. Have enough assets in place to exceed your expenses. This maintains control of the money 

flow – in & out. When you are making more money than you are spending, you are on your 

journey to become financially free.  
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23. Understand the risks and rewards of every investment and financial decision. Get informed. 

Measure costs, benefits, efforts, limits and functionalities. Discern and decide based on your 

financial criteria so you don’t get side tracked by the next shiny object.  

 

24. Get the assets to create the income to pay for your stuff. It’s about building a financial 

foundation that pays for your expenses, fun stuff and the lifestyle you want. You are setting 

yourself up for a safe bet to an enjoyable life journey. 

 

25. A wise woman is a connector and generates new opportunities for the building of quality 

relationships, income, and wealth. Wealth and relationships are elevated with each 

opportunity.   


